HUNTING LOG
Thank you for providing your professional
input on wolf harvesting in the NWT and
sharing information about your hunts.

ONCE YOUR HUNTING TRIP IS OVER,
PLEASE RETURN THIS LOGBOOK
TO:

Survey data will help to document wolf
hunting efforts and support caribou
recovery. Any information you provide will
remain confidential and will only be used to
determine average hunting efforts.

REGIONAL BIOLOGIST

Information provided will have no effect on
your hunt compensation.
This logbook was designed to take less than a
minute of your time to fill at the end of your
hunting effort for the day.

Questions? Contact:

Environment and Natural Resources –
North Slave Region
Government of the
Northwest Territories
PO Box 2668, 3803 Bretzlaff Drive
Yellowknife, NT X1A 2P9
867-767-9238 ext 53254

ENR North Slave Regional Office
ENR_NorthSlave@gov.nt.ca
867-767-9238

Hunter’s community ....................................................................................................................................
Bullet caliber: ........................................ Carried firearms: ..........................................................................
Dates of hunt: (m/d) ....................... /........................... to: (m/d) .............................. /...............................
Booklet ID: ....................................

FILL OUT AT END
Thank you for telling us about your hunting experiences.
This information will help us prepare for future hunting projects.

ANY INFORMATION YOU PROVIDE WILL REMAIN
CONFIDENTIAL.

About how many wolves have you harvested in your lifetime? ....................
About how many years have you been hunting wolves? .............................
When was the last year you hunted wolves? .................................................

COMPARED TO THIS LAST HUNTING SEASON...
1. How hard was it to find wolves?
Much harder

Somewhat
harder

The same

Easier

Much easier

2. How far did you have to travel?
Much further

A bit farther

Same distance

Less

Much less

3. How big were the packs?
Much larger

Larger

Same size

Some larger,
some smaller

Smaller

Much smaller

FILL OUT DAILY
Date: ...... /.......

Number of hunters in the group ......................................

Started hunting at: ....../.......(am/pm) Finished hunting at: ....../.......(am/pm)
How many breaks did you take today? ................................................................
How long were your breaks on average? ............... hr ................ mn

Number of
wolves:

Seen

Shot at

Shot at

On the map, please mark
with O the location and
number of wolves seen.

Harvested

If you shot at wolves today please fill this section:

On the map, please mark with
S the location and number of
wolves wounded.

On the map, please mark with
X the location and number of
wolves harvested.

Placement:

Shot at

Harvested

Placement:

Mark with X placements of bullets hit

Mark with X placements of bullets hit

Number of shots fired.............................

Number of shots fired.............................

Time from first shot to death: .......min

Time from first shot to death: .......min

Chase time: .......min Pack size: ...........

Chase time: ....... min Pack size: ...........

Bullet caliber(s): ...................................

Bullet caliber(s): ...................................

Shot at

Harvested

Placement:

Shot at

Harvested

Placement:

Dead

Alive

Number of
caribou:

Harvested

How was the
weather?
Perfect
Good
Bad
Very bad

Mark with X placements of bullets hit

Mark with X placements of bullets hit

Number of shots fired.............................

Number of shots fired.............................

Time from first shot to death: .......min

Time from first shot to death: .......min

Chase time: .......min Pack size: ...........

Chase time: ....... min Pack size: ...........

Bullet caliber(s): ...................................

Bullet caliber(s): ...................................

FILL OUT DAILY

Approximate distance travelled ..................km (sketch the route on the map)
Note: squares on the map are 10km x 10km in size
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Please pencil in detail - your hunting trip travel route.
Mark an "X" to show location of your wolf harvest.
Mark an "O" where other wolves were observed.
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Did you see anything else that you think is important today?
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